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ABSTRACT
The traditional color-based mean-shift tracking algorithm is popular among tracking methods due to its
simple and efficient procedure, however, the lack of dynamism in its target model makes it unsuitable for
tracking objects which have changes in their sizes and shapes. In this paper, we propose a fast novel threephase colored object tracker algorithm based on mean shift idea while utilizing adaptive model. The
proposed method can improve the mentioned weaknesses of the original mean-shift algorithm. The
experimental results show that the new method is feasible, robust and has acceptable speed in comparison
with other algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking is one of the most important topics in computer vision and, yet, due to the
presence of a lot of undesired phenomena such as noises, occlusions, clutters, changes in the
foreground objects or in the background environment and so on, it is still a challenging subject of
interest. To achieve an efficient visual object tracking method, a large number of algorithms such
as mean-shift tracker, covariance tracker, particle filters, and so on are presented in real
applications, while simple algorithms in this field have many demands [1-4].
Real-Time object tracking has many applications such as surveillance, perceptual user interfaces,
augmented reality, smart rooms, object-based video compression and driver assistance [5-24].
Among different tracking algorithms, mean shift (MS) based methods have their special places
because of their simplicity in computation while have good accuracies [25].
Mean shift is a nonparametric density estimator which iteratively computes the nearest mode of a
sample distribution starting from a hypothesized mode [26].
Despite of its promising performance, simplicity and efficiency, many algorithms have been
proposed to solve the various problems that mentioned before [27-36].
DOI : 10.5121/sipij.2012.3301
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Developed methods have tried to solve three major problems of accurate target representation,
dynamic tracking bandwidth, and target model updating, exist in trackers algorithms [37-41]. The
classical mean shift tracking algorithm has three main restrictions, instead of first , the lack of
accurate representation of target shows itself when the background and target region are highly
correlated. In this case the localization accuracy of the object’s tracking will be declined.
The second one, the constancy of the kernel bandwidth in classical mean shift, when the object
scale changing during tracking and in practical experiences this constancy of bandwidth causes
confliction of bandwidth size and object scale. Third limitation is constant target model while
object appearance change during tracking. In practical experience appearance of target will be
changed and if modeling of target be constant, certainly tracker will loss object. These limitations
caused by inaccuracy of tracker’s bandwidth or incorrect modeling of target area and constant
target model during tracking.
Heretofore developed methods just try to solve one or two of these problem simultaneously [4249] and some of method introduced for tracking algorithms comparison [25], [50-52].
In this paper, we introduce Dynamic Mean Shift Tracker (DMST) which has adaptive bandwidth
and target modeling, the object modeling and time of bandwidth will be updated during tracking
dynamically.
In proposed method, accuracy in target modeling and adaptive bandwidth allows to have the
target model adaptation with variable appearance of the target. Our proposed method solves the
aforesaid problem of the original algorithms. Also we used novel approach for comparison of
methods. The rest of this paper is as follows:
In Section 2, classical Mean-Shift Tracking introduced. In Section 3, we describe corrected
background-weighted histogram (CBWH). The automated scale selection and target modeling
adaptation are described sequentially in Section 4 and Section 5. We introduce DMST method In
Section 6. In section 7, Description of new comparison parameters and experimental tracking
results will be showed. Lastly, we give a conclusion in Section 8.

2. MEAN-SHIFT TRACKING: AN OVERVIEW
In this section we introduce the Mean Shift tracker described in [26].
The Mean Shift tracker works by searching in each frame for the location of an image region
whose colour histogram is closest to the reference colour histogram of the target [27].target
features and way of modelling it, target candidates and geometric relations between target model
and candidate are the main subject of the MS algorithm [25].

2.1 Target features and modeling
Although histograms are not the best nonparametric approximation of densities but they can be
good criterions for target tracking [10]. Currently, a widely used target representation is the
colour histogram because of its independence of scaling and rotation and its robustness to partial
occlusions [26].
In the mean shift tracking algorithm, the colour (Probably Density Function) PDF of target
location which is shown by q in colour space and weighted according to an isotropic kernel is
target feature [25], pixels closer to the centre of the kernel are assigned greater weight than those
near the boundary and the tracker compares two histograms using a metric based on the
Bhattacharyya coefficient [52].
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Target candidate model in next frame, created by PDF of target candidate area with center of y
and named p(y). Both PDFs (target and candidate), contains a good approximation of intrinsic
feature of target [25].
For have fast computational processing some of histogram bins negligible. Created target and
candidate model is defined as:

{q̂ u }u = 1...m ∑mu =1 q̂ u = 1
p̂( y) = {p̂ u ( y)}u = 1...m ∑ m
u =1 p̂ u = 1

Target model:
Candidate model:

Where q̂ u and p̂ u are normalized target and candidate models and u is colours exist in target and
candidate locales. Using Equation (1), similarity of two models determines.
p̂( y) ≡ ρ[ p̂( y), q̂]

(1)

In this equation p̂(y) is measured similarity of two models and its local maximums indicate on
similarity value between target candidate in new frame and the target in first frame[26].

2.2 Target Modeling
The most important step in coloured target tracking is to establish target colour distribution
model, which provides a vital basis for weight updating and target state estimation [53]. The
target model should be as discriminative as possible to distinguish between the complex target
and background [54]. there are different approaches to building target models, Some use constant
or adaptive colour threshold to distinguish the target from background, some model the intensity
of each pixel of the target with a normal distribution, and others use a mixture of Gaussian
distributions to model pixel values [53].
In practice, target model is displayed by a rectangular or circular domain. The
function b : R 2 → {1 ...m } sets index b ( x *i ) corresponds to quantized histogram bar in colour space
to a pixel locates at x *i . The values corresponding to existed colour is determines by [26]:
2

qˆu = C ∑ in=1 k ( xi* )δ [b( xi* ) − u ]

(2)

Where q̂ u is the probability of uth element of q̂ u , δ is kronecker delta function. The
normalization coefficient, C, under condition ∑m
u =1q̂u = 1 is defined as:
C=

1

∑ in=1 k (

2

(3)

x *i )

Using q̂ u three distributions of colour in RGB space, convert to a linear function that cause to
simplicity of computational procedures.

2.3 Target candidate modeling
By assuming {Xi }i = 1...n h as the location of normalized target candidate pixels centered at y on
current frame, Similar to target pixels, with using function k(x) that has comparable bandwidth
size (h) like target’s, these pixels weighted and the values for target candidate model related to
colours u=1,…m can be computed as below[25]:
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p̂ u ( y) = C h ∑in=h1 k (

y − xi
)δ[b(X i ) − u ]
h

(4)

Where Ch is normalization coefficient (y independent), computed by [54]:
1

Ch =

∑in=h1 k (

y − xi
h

(5)

2

)

2.4 Bhattacharyya coefficients
In classical mean shift tracking, similarity between target and a candidate computed by the
Bhattacharyya coefficient
Using Equation that defined as below [26]:
d ( y ) = 1 − ρ [ pˆ ( y ), qˆ ]

(6)

ˆ
ˆ computed by Equation (7).
In this Equation ρ[p(y),q]

p̂( y) ≡ ρ[p̂( y), q̂] = ∑ m
u =1 p̂ u q̂ u

(7)

In computational theory if target and candidate model have a perfect matching, the value of (7)

will be one. Comprehensive description about Bhattacharyya coefficients can be found in [10].

2.5 Target localization in image sequence
Whatever distance (6) is going to minimization, similarity metric (7) rising to maximization.
The tracking process starts from a point (and its vicinity) which it was the target place in previous
frame and continue until the mentioned distance reach to predefined minimum (Equation 6) or
maximum iteration happens[25].

3. CORRECTED BWH (CBWH)
In classical mean shift algorithm, PDF of image colour use to characterization of the statistical
distribution of image in colour space. The conventional PDF of image is sensitive to noisy
interference such as lighting changes and quantization errors and similarity with background.
Comaniciu et al [26], proposed a simple representation of the background features, and used it
for selecting only the salient parts from the representations of the target model and target
candidates that called Background-Weighted Histogram (BWH).
Thereafter, Ning et al. [55] proved that the BWH practically does not developed mean shift
tracking and Its result is precisely the same as that without using BWH, in the other word BWH
does not introduce any new information because the mean shift iteration formula is invariant to
the scale transformation of weights.
In [55], Ning et al. proposed a corrected BWH (CBWH) and shown that the performance of
BWH algorithm will increase if Equation (8) used for target modeling in the first frame and
Equation (4) used for target candidate modeling in image sequences [55].
{v u = min(

ô*
,1)}u =1...m
ô u

(8)
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Where vu is transfer function and ô u is background histogram, it is this algorithm known as
CBWH.
Equation (8) is a transformation that used for decreasing the effect of background colour on target
model calculated by Equation (9).
2

q̂ ′u = C′v u ∑ in=1 k( x*i )δ[b(x*i ) − u]

(9)

Where
1

C′ =

∑in=1 k (

xi*

2

)∑um=1 vuδ [b( xi* ) − u ]

(10)

In CBWH algorithm, first of all, the target background ô u is calculated then by using Equation
(8) transfer function vu prepared.
In proposed method, we used CBWH algorithm to reduction of interference impact, between
background and target information for improve robustness of target localization.

4. AUTOMATED SCALE SELECTION
The performance of the mean shift algorithm strongly depends on the kernel bandwidth
parameters [56], which determine region of interest for tracking and many developed algorithms
to solve this problem.
In the classical mean shift algorithm and introduced method in [55] assumed that the object scale
during the course of tracking is constant but in real world, and in practice, it is not uncommon to
observe objects with complex shapes whose scale and orientation constantly change due to the
camera and object motions [57]. Tracking algorithm shall be able to adjust the tracking bandwidth
in real time when the size of the tracked objects changes frequently.
We use size adaptation method proposed in [58], in this method with using a new multi-scale
information measurement that named MSIIM, automatically bandwidth updated. Qian et al. [58]
proved that the distance between the observer and the object was reflected by the MSIIM and this
feature has good performance to adjustment of bandwidth. The updating process is described as
follows [58]:
In proposed method in [58], periodically, MSIIMs of target area compared with previous
computed MSIIMs, and according to the change of the MSIIMs, size of bandwidth updated.
At the first frame of images sequence, in current bandwidth size MSIIM calculated and named I1
and in multiply factor of 1 + α on the tracking bandwidth, the MSIIM calculated and named I2
(Figure1.(a)), at Nth frame MSIIMs calculated as same way and named, I4 and I5. The same
process is also performed on the n + N-th frames to scale updating, In Nth if I5 − I2 ≥ 0, this
means, target scale is decreasing (Figure1.(b)), and with using Equation (11) update scale
changing factor S calculated.
In other hand, if I5 − I2 < 0, this means, target scale is increasing (Figure1.(c)), and with using
Equation (12) update scale changing factor S calculated.
5
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Figure 1. Relationship between MSIIM and window scale

S=

I − (I 2 − I 1 )
lg( β − 5
)
I1

0

I5 I2
>
I 4 I1

(11)

Others

β .(lg
S=

I4
)
I1

0

I 1.0.95 > I 4

(12)

Others

Parameter β In Equations (11) and (12), used for elimination of background effect, and is
dependent on video component. With using obtained the scale factor S, the height (H) and width
(W) of the tracking window according to Equation (13) updated.

S=

H = H · (1 + S)

(13)

W = W · (1 + S)

Although, the proposed method in [58] has good results for scale updating but due to using the
classical colour histogram based mean shift tracking framework when clutters and occlusions in
the appearance model accrued, it has a poor tracking results.
We integrate CBWH method proposed in [55] with [58] to solve this problem.
Qian et al. [58], use a constant period of bandwidth updating, in practice observed when
bandwidth size becomes very big tracker performance decreased and if bandwidth size becomes
very small, tracker loss target, to solve this problem, in our proposed method, using number of
size updating in side of increasing or decreasing of bandwidth, this period became variable.
In proposed method, we define two new parameters to limitation of unnecessary scale size
updating, in proposed approach, if we have a scale size increasing, one unit will be deduced from
defined limitation parameter for scale size decreasing and one unit will be added to limitation
parameter of scale size increasing and if we have a scale size decreasing, one unit will be deduced
from defined limitation parameter for scale size increasing and one unit will be added to
limitation parameter of scale size decreasing. While number of scale changing is equal to defined
limitation, for prevent of unnecessary scale updating, updating procedure stopped. Using this
method, bandwidth updating period become variable and the scale changing velocity become
depend on the scene of the video.
In our developed method, instead of proposed method in [58], that the value of parameter α is
changed over tracking, in our method, this value is assumed constant.
In scenarios that the size of target changes slowly and the background has same colour, if α has
been variable, due to use procedure introduced in [58] and because of similarity between target
6
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and background, we have a miscalculation in the tracked object’s MSIIM feature that affected by
incorrect window scale.
In proposed method, the value of parameter α is constant and the practical results showed
reasonably of tracking bandwidth during tracking.

5. TEMPLATE UPDATE
The goal of template update is to allow the appearance of the reference image to change in order
to reduce feature drift while at the same time preventing spatial drift from entering the system
% is updated every N
[59]. S.lankton at el. [59] proposed a periodically method, the key model M
frames with the procedure shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. S.lankton at el. update the key model

%
Μ
κ

periodically to prevent feature drift. The new

key model Μ% κ+1 is selected by choosing a model from the set {M̂i }iN=1 that has the lowest error e when
compared to the previous key model Μ% κ [59].
During the template matching step, the past N models when size of bandwidth changing,
N

collected and denoted as {M̂i }i =1 . The new key model, Μ% κ+1 is chosen as the best representative of
this set as determined by a matching error. They used Equation (14) for matching error is
similarity between key model and registered models:
ˆ M)
% = M
ˆ −M
% 2
e(M,

(14)

In proposed method, above procedure used with small differences, to similarity comparison,
Equation (14) replaced by Bhattacharayya coefficient and with using number of iteration of size
changing in one way (increasing or decreasing),constant checking time period of template
updating in [59] being dynamic, also threshold of template updating will be replaced by similarity
comparison of new template and initialized template (related Bhattacharayya coefficient), in this
way not only checking of template updating time being dynamic but also threshold of template
updating will be automatically updated. In proposed method, according to the separation of the
foreground and background distributions by using method introduced in [55], target template
updated and in new method instead of [59], bandwidth size is variable.

6. DMST PROCEDURE
We integrate the methods described in Ref. [58] and [59] into the CBWH tracking framework
introduced in [55] and call this new tracker as Dynamic Mean Shift Tracker (DMST) which has
7
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adaptive bandwidth and robustness target representation and its target template will be updated
dynamically.
The DMST algorithm is described as follows:
1. Create target model according to CBWH method [55] and calculate MSIIMs, I1 (n) and
I2(n);
2. Set frame number n = 0, scale factor S = 0, template updating time factor D=0 and the
processing interval to N;
3. Fetch a video frame, and set n = n + 1. If n = 1, initialize the tracker and the height H and
width W of the tracking window; otherwise, go to next step;
4. If frame number n is a multiple of N, then go to step (5), or else, set S = 0, and go directly
to (6);
5. Calculate MSIIM, I4(n) and I5(n) respectively on the current frame. According to the
information change, determine the object change tendency. Then use Equations (11) and
(12) to obtain the scale factor S, and set I2(n) =I5(n), I1(n) =I4(n). If S isn’t equal to zero,
store related model and set D=D+1. If D is equal to proposed limit then compare
similarity between initial target model and stored models and if similarity is equal or less
than threshold, replace target model that created according Equitation (9) by related
stored model and change threshold by calculated differences between similarity of new
and old target model;
6. Use Equation (13) to update the height and width. If the video does not finish yet then go
back to step 3. Otherwise exit the algorithm.
Results show that DMST can lead to faster convergence and more accurate localization than
methods introduced in [55, 58-59] and Even if the target is not well initialized, the proposed
algorithm can still correctly track the target, which is difficult to perform by the mentioned target
representation methods.

7. COMARISION METHOD
Evaluation of tracking algorithms is a challenging topic especially when the results of these
methods are close to each other [25, 60-62]. Here we used two parameters which are extracted
from the structure of classical mean shift algorithm and introduced in [25]. Instead of first is the
mean of confidence coefficient (MCC) shown in Equation (14):
n

∑ CC i

MCC = i =1

n

(14)

Where
CC n =

∑ ix=1 (MS(i)n − MinDist)
x

(15)

In this Equation CCn is the confidence coefficient in frame n and indicates the mean distance
between the center of target candidate in frame n and process exit criterion (MinDist), MS in
frame n is the difference between the centers of target candidate (found i time in current frame)
and target (found in frame n of previous try) [25].
The second parameter, NV, is the normalized variance of CCn with respect to MCC, defined as:
8
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NV =

∑ in=1 (CCi − MCC)
n

2

(16)

If the MS distance was smaller than MinDist the center of target candidate (correspond to MS)
will be selected as new target position, else, this position is used in place of target center in
previous frame to compute the target position in current frame. The mean of target candidates
distances from MinDist computed by Equation (16), represents the accuracy of tracking process
on that frame. Variance is used to show the reliability of the method. The smaller values indicate
on more repeatability of the results [25].
For comparison of our method with original algorithms we use both introduced parameters in [25]
and conventional parameters like number of iterations and visual output.

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, DMST algorithm tested by using two video sequences and results compared with
origin developed mean-shift algorithms and classical mean shift algorithm. All algorithms were
implemented under the programming environment of MATLAB 9.2a. In all of the experiments,
the RGB colour model was used as the feature space and it was quantized into 16 16 16 bins.

× ×

In our experiments two segments of videos were subjected to test, and the tracking window was
set to rectangle. Figure 3 shows the target areas which are tracked in videos.

Figure 3. Target areas which are tracked in videos
The first experiment is on the pink sequence (the tracking results in Figure 4 and the statistics in
Table I), which was used in [55], [58], [59]. This sequence has 1013 frames of spatial resolution
352×240. The target is the head of pen that moves quickly and rescaled during tracking. As it is
shown in Fig. 4(a), we initialized the target model (inner white rectangle). In this sequence, the
colour of (pink) the target is very similar to the background and thus some target features in the
middle of sequence are presented in the background. Experimental results in Figure 4 show that
the Mean shift tracker, CBWH lose the object, while the proposed DMST and proposed method
in [58] successfully tracks the object over the whole sequence, most important different between
DMST result and proposed method in [58] is updating of target model in DMST (figure 5), this
adaptation cause to accuracy of tracking (Table I).
The second experiment is on the Face sequence (the tracking results in Figure 6 and the statistics
in Table I), which was used in [55], [58], [59]. This sequence has 661 frames of spatial resolution
352×240. The target is the Face that it moves quickly and screen is noisy. In this sequence, the
Face is rescaled during the frames and covert by similar colour hand. Experimental results in
Figure 6 show that the Mean shift tracker and CBWH algorithms can’t adaptive themselves with
scale changing, while the proposed method in [58] and DMST are successfully adapted with
changes. although as shown in Figure 6.(c) proposed method in [58] can’t locate target area
robustness due to insufficient target modeling; but as shown in Figure 6.(d), due to target model
updating that cause to good target localization and tracking (refer to Figure 7), proposed Method
has a excellent output,
As shown in Graphs 1 and 2, threshold of target model updating, after target model replacement
changed, new threshold will be use in the next model adaptation.
9
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The computational cost will be reducing using C language and the speed of tracking will be faster
than using MATLAB.
Table I illustrate the stochastic results of the above tests. The values of MCC, NV, and iteration.
For each of the four algorithms for both pink and Face sequences are collected in this table. As it
is shown in Table I, the proposed method has good speed and the visual presentation in figures
show robustness of DMST in comparison with other algorithms.

(a): Mean shift tracking results on the pink sequence. Frames left to right 1, 335,380,628,729,985
are displayed.

(b): CBWH tracking results on the pink sequence. Frames left to right 1, 335,380,628,729,985 are
displayed.

(c): Method [58] tracking results on the pink sequence. Frames left to right 1,
335,380,628,729,985 are displayed.

(d): DMST tracking results on the pink sequence. Frames left to right 1, 335,380,628,729,985 are
displayed.
Figure 4. Results on pink sequence
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Graph 1. during terget template changing, Thershold of target model updating will be
updated.

Figure 5. intial target template(right) replaced by new target template (right).

(a): Mean shift tracking results on the Face sequence. Frames left to right(upper)
1,19,50,164,203,251,304 and (bottom) 357,368,413,500,531,569,668 are displayed.

(b): CBWH tracking results on the Face sequence. Frames left to right(upper)
1,19,50,164,203,251,304 and (bottom) 357,368,413,500,531,569,668 are displayed.

(c): Method [58] tracking results on the table tennis player sequence. Frames left to right(upper)
1,19,50,164,203,251,304 and (bottom) 357,368,413,500,531,569,668 are displayed.
11
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(d): DMST tracking results on the Face sequence. Frames left to right(upper)
1,19,50,164,203,251,304 and (bottom) 357,368,413,500,531,569,668 are displayed.
Figure 6. Results on the Face sequence

Graph 2. during terget template changing, Thershold of target model updating will be
updated.

Figure 7. intial target template(right) replaced by new target template (right).
Table 1. comarition of the mean-shift based algorithms and prpoposed method on the two
sequences
SEQUENCES
PINK

FACE

ALGORITHMS

MCC

NV

ITERATION

Mean-shift
CBWH
Self-adapt
DMST

0.0262
0.024367
0.022911
0.026237

4.0371e-04
5.1565e-04
3.2296e-04
4.3519e-04

3.0142
2.6413
3.0116
3.1849

Mean-shift
CBWH
Self-adapt
DMST

0.033108
0.031374
0.034304
0.032629

3.29e-04
4.239e-04
3.462e-04
3.292e-04

3.507
3.4701
3.3144
3.1781
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, a feasible tracking algorithm with adaptability to scale and appearance changes of
target and improve the target localization for real-time processing introduced. Dynamic Mean
Shift Tracker (DMST) has adaptive bandwidth and target model. In addition our method solves
the problems of original algorithms. The proposed method can be used in many tracking scenarios
and it can be integrated with many existing tracking frameworks. Accuracy of bandwidth and
introduced parameters such as In and number of size changing of bandwidth used for adaptation
of target model during tracking. Bandwidth size changing and In changing behavior utilized for
automation of control parameters used in algorithm of method [58].
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